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Over the past two deades, eletron sattering experiments have learly
exposed the limits of the independent partile model desription of atomi
nulei. I will briey outline the dynamis leading to the appearane of
strong orrelation eets, and their impat on the eletroweak nulear ross
setions in the impulse approximation regime.
PACS numbers: 24.10.Cn,25.30.Fj,61.12.Bt
1. Introdution
The theoretial desription of nulear struture and dynamis involves
severe diulties, arising from both the nature of strong interations and
the omplexity of the quantum mehanial many-body problem.
In the absene of ab initio approahes, one has to resort to nulear mod-
els, based on eetive degrees of freedom, protons and neutrons, and phe-
nomenologial eetive interations. The avaliable empirial information
shows that the nuleon-nuleon (NN) potential exhibits a rih operatorial
struture, inluding spin-isospin dependent and non entral omponents.
Due to the ompliated nulear hamiltonian, the exat solution of the
many body Shrödinger equation turns out to be a highly hallenging om-
putational task. On the other hand, nulear systematis suggests that im-
portant features of nulear dynamis an be desribed using the independent
partile model, based on the replaement of the NN potential with a mean
eld. This is in fat the main tenet of the nulear shell model, whih proved
exeedingly suessful in desribing a variety of nulear properties.
The simplest implementation of the independent partile piture is the
Fermi gas (FG) model, in whih the nuleus is seen as a degenerate Fermi
gas of neutrons and protons, bound with onstant energy.
∗
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In spite of all the aomplishemnts of the shell model, it has to be kept
in mind that in their lassi nulear physis book, rst published in 1952,
Blatt and Weisskopf warn the reader that the limitation of any independent
partile model lies in its inability to enompass the orrelation between the
positions and spins of the various partiles in the system [1℄.
In reent years, eletron sattering experiments have provided overwhelm-
ing evidene of orrelations in nulei, whose desription requires the use of
realisti NN potentials within the formalism of nulear many-body theory.
In this letures, after briey realling few basi fats on nulear dy-
namis beyond the independent partile model, I will disuss the impat of
orrelation eets on the eletroweak nulear ross setions in the impulse
approximation regime.
2. Basi fats on nulear struture and dynamis
One of the most distintive features of the NN interation an be inferred
from the analysis of the nulear harge distributions, measured by elasti
eletron-nuleus sattering experiments.
As shown in Fig. 1, the densities of dierent nulei, normalized to the
number of protons, exhibit saturation, their value in the nulear interior
(ρ0 ∼ 0.16 fm
−3
) being nearly onstant and independent of the mass number
A. This observation tells us that nuleons annot be paked together too
tightly, thus pointing to the existene of NN orrelations in oordinate spae.
Fig. 1. Radial dependene of the harge density distributions of dierent nulei.
Correlations aet the joint probability of nding two nuleons at posi-
tions x and y, usually written in the form
ρ(x,y) = ρ(x)ρ(y)g(x,y) , (2.1)
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where ρ(x) is the probability of nding a nuleon at position x. In the
absene of orrelations g(x,y) = 1. On the other hand, saturation of nulear
densities indiates that
|x− y| <∼ rc =⇒ g(x,y) ≪ 1 , (2.2)
rc being the orrelation range.
Nuleons obey Fermi statistis, and may therefore repel one another even
in the absene of dynamial interations. To see this, onsider a degenerate
FG onsisting of equal number of protons and neutrons at uniform density
ρ. In this ase Eq.(2.1) redues to
ρ(|x− y|) = ρ2gF (|x− y|) , (2.3)
with the orrelation funtion gF (x) displayed by the dashed line in Fig. 2. It
learly appears that the eets of statistial orrelations, while being learly
visible, is not too strong. The probability of nding two nuleons at relative
distane x≪ 1 fm is still very large.
In the early days of nulear physis, just after the neutron had been
disovered and the existene of neutron stars had been proposed, Tolman,
Oppenheimer and Volko [2, 3℄ arried out the rst studies of the stabil-
ity of neutron stars, modeled as a gas of noninterating partiles at zero
temperature. Their work was aimed at determining whether the degeneray
pressure, resulting from the repulsion indued by Pauli exlusion priniple,
ould beome strong enough to balane the gravitational pull, thus giving
rise to a stable star. These alulations led to predit a maximum neutron
star mass ∼ 0.8 M⊙, M⊙ being the mass of the sun, to be ompared to the
results of most experimental measurements yelding values ∼ 1.4 M⊙. The
observation of neutron stars with masses largely exeeding the upper limit
determined in Refs.[2, 3℄ an be regarded as a striking evidene of the failure
of the desription of nulear systems based on the FG model. To explain
the observed neutron stars masses, the eets of nulear dynamis have to
be expliitely taken into aount.
The strength of dynamial NN orrelations is illustrated by the solid line
of Fig. 2, showing the NN radial orrelation funtion in nulear matter at
uniform density ρ0 = 0.16 fm
−3
, obtained from the variational approah
disussed in the Setion 4. Comparison with the dashed line, omputed in-
luding statistial orrelations only, lealry shows that the dynamial eets
dominate.
3. The nuleon-nuleon interation
The NN interation an be best studied in the two-nuleon system. There
is only one NN bound state, the nuleus of deuterium, or deuteron, onsisting
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Fig. 2. Spin-isospin averaged NN radial orrelation funtion in isospin symmetri
nulear matter at uniform density ρ0 = 0.16 fm
−3
. The solid line shows the full
result of the alulation of Ref. [4℄, while the dashed line only inludes statistial
orrelations.
of a proton and a neutron oupled to total spin and isospin S = 1 and T = 0,
respetively. This is lear manifestation of the fat that nulear fores are
spin-isospin dependent.
Another important piee of information an be inferred from the observa-
tion that the deuteron exhibits a nonvanishing eletri quadrupole moment,
implying that its harge distribution is not spherially symmetry. Hene,
the NN interation is nonentral.
Besides the properties of the two-nuleon bound state, the large data set
of phase shifts measured in NN sattering experiments (∼ 4000 data points,
orresponding to energies up to pion prodution theshold) provides valuable
additional information on the nature of NN fores.
Bak in the 1930s, Yukawa suggested that nulear interations were me-
diated by a partile of mass ∼ 100 MeV, that was later identied with the
pion. The one pion exhange (OPE) mehanism provides a fairly aurate
desription of the long range behavior of the NN interation, as it explains
the measured NN sattering phase shifts in states of high angular momen-
tum.
At intermediate and short range more ompliated proesses, involving
the exhange of two or more pions (possibly interating among themselves)
or heavier partiles, like the ρ and ω mesons, have to be taken into aount.
Moreover, when their relative distane beomes very small (
<
∼ 0.5 fm) nu-
leons, being omposite and nite in size, are expeted to overlap. In this
regime, NN interations should in priniple be desribed in terms of inter-
ations between nuleon onstituents, i.e. quarks and gluons, as ditated by
quantum hromodynamis (QCD), whih is believed to be the fundamental
theory of strong interations.
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Phenomenologial potentials desribing the full NN interation are gen-
erally written in the form
v = vπ + vR , (3.1)
where vπ is the OPE potential, while vR desribes the interation at inter-
mediate and short range.
The spin-isospin dependene and the nonentral nature of the potential
an be properly aounted for rewriting Eq. (3.1) in the form
vij =
∑
ST
[vTS(rij) + δS1vtT (rij)Sij]PSΠT , (3.2)
where S and T denote the total spin and isospin of the interating pair, PS
and ΠT are the orresponding projetion operators and
Sij =
3
r2ij
(σi · rij)(σj · rij)− (σi · σj) , (3.3)
reminisent of the operator desribing the interation between two magneti
dipoles, aounts for the presene of non entral ontributions.
The funtions vTS(rij) and vtT (rij) desribe the radial dependene of
the interation in the dierent spin-isospin hannels, and redue to the or-
responding omponents of the OPE potential at large rij . Their shapes are
hosen in suh a way as to reprodue the available NN data (deuteron bind-
ing energy, harge radius and quadrupole moment and the NN sattering
phase shifts).
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the potential ating beteween two nuleons
with S = 0 and T = 1. The presene of the repulsive ore induing strong
short range orrelations (ompare to Fig. 2) is apparent.
Fig. 3. Radial dependene of the NN potential desribing the interation between
two nuleons in the state of total spin and isospin S = 0 and T = 1.
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Although state-of-the-art parametrizations of the NN potential [5℄ have a
more omplex operatorial struture, inluding non stati and harge symme-
try breaking omponents, the simple form (3.2) has the advantage of being
easily appliable, and still allows one to obtain a reasonable desription of
the two-nuleon bound and sattering states.
4. Nulear many body theory
Aording to the paradigm of nulear many-body theory (NMBT) the
nuleus an be viewed as a olletion of A pointlike protons and neutrons,
whose dynamis are desribed by the nonrelativisti hamiltonian
H =
∑
i
p2i
2m
+
∑
j>i
vij +
∑
k>j>i
Vijk , (4.1)
where pi and m denote the momentum of the i-th nuleon and its mass,
respetively. The determination of the two-body potential vij has been out-
lined in the previous setion. The inlusion of the three-nuleon interation,
whose ontribution to the energy satises 〈 Vijk 〉 ≪ 〈 vij 〉, is required to
aount for the binding energy of the three-nuleon systems [6℄.
It is very important to realize that in NMBT the dynamis is fully spei-
ed by the properties of exatly solvable system, having A ≤ 3, and does not
suer from the unertainties involved in many body alulations. One the
nulear hamiltonian is xed, alulations of nulear observables for a variety
of systems, ranging from the deuteron to neutron stars, an be arried out
without making use of any adjustable parameters.
The preditive power of the dynamial model based on the hamiltonian
of Eq.(4.1) has been extensively tested by omputing the energies of the
ground and low-lying exited states of nulei with A ≤ 12. The results
of these studies, in whih the many body Shrödinger equation is solved
exatly using stohasti methods, turn out to be in exellent agreement with
experimental data [7℄.
Aurate alulations an also be arried out for uniform nulear matter,
exploiting translational invariane and using the stohasti method [8℄, the
variational approah [9℄, or G-matrix perturbation theory [10℄.
In the variational approah, the nulear states are written in suh a way
as to inorporate the orrelation struture indued by NN interations. In
the ase of uniform nulear matter, they an be obtained from the states of
the noninterating FG through the transformation
|n〉 = F |nFG〉 , (4.2)
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with F written in the form
F = S
∏
ij
fij . (4.3)
The struture of the two-body orrelation operator fij reets the omplex-
ity of the NN potential, desribed by Eq.(3.2), while the symmetrization
operator S is needed to aount for the fat that [fij, fjk] 6= 0. The shapes
of the radial funtions fTS(rij) and ftT (rij) are determined by funtional
minimization of the expetation value of the hamiltonian (4.1) in the orre-
lated ground state.
The formalism based on orrelated wave funtions is ideally suited to
arry out alulations of nulear matter properties strongly aeted by or-
relation eets.
The hole spetral funtion Ph(k, E), yielding the probability of removing
a nuleon of momentum k from the nulear ground state leaving the residual
system with exitation energy E [11℄, an be written in the form
Ph(k, E) =
1
π
Z2k ImΣ(k, ǫk)
(E + ǫk)2 + [ZkIm Σ(k, ǫk)]2
+ PBh (k, E) , (4.4)
with ǫk dened by the equation
ǫk = ǫ
0
k +Re Σ(k, ǫk) , (4.5)
where ǫ0k = |k|
2/2m and Σ(k, E) is the nuleon self energy.
The rst term in the right hand side of equation (4.4) desribes the
spetrum of a system of independent quasipartiles of momentum |k| < kF ,
kF being the Fermi momentum, moving in a omplex mean eld whose real
and imaginary parts determine the quasipartile eetive mass and lifetime,
respetively. In the FG model this term shrinks to a δ-funtion and Zk = 1.
The presene of the seond term is a pure orrelation eet. In the FG model
PBh (k, E) = 0, while in the presene of interations the orrelation term is
the only one providing a nonvanishing ontribution at |k| > kF .
Figure 4 illustrates the energy dependene of the hole spetral funtion
of nulear matter, alulated in Ref.[11℄ using the orrelated basis approah.
Comparison with the FG model learly shows that the eets of nulear
dynamis and NN orrelations are large, resulting in a shift of the quasipar-
tile peaks, whose nite width beomes large for deeply-bound states with
|k| ≪ kF . In addition, NN orrelations are responsible for the appearane
of strength at |k| > kF .
The results of nulear matter alulations have been extensively em-
ployed to obtain the hole spetral funtions of heavy nulei within the loal
density approximation (LDA) [12℄.
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Fig. 4. Energy dependene of the hole spetral funtion of nulear matter at
equilibrium density, orresponding to kF = 1.33 fm
−1
. The solid, dashed and dot-
dash lines orrespond to |k| = 1, 0.5 and 1.5 fm−1, respetively. The FG spetral
funtion at |k| = 1 and 0.5 fm−1 is shown for omparison.
5. Nulear response to a salar probe
Within NMBT, the nulear response to a salar probe delivering mo-
mentum q and energy ω an be written in terms of the the imaginary part
of the partile-hole propagator Π(q, ω) aording to [13, 14℄
S(q, ω) =
1
π
Im Π(q, ω) =
1
π
Im 〈0|ρ†q
1
H − E0 − ω − iη
ρq|0〉 , (5.1)
where η = 0+, ρq =
∑
k a
†
k+qak is the operator desribing the utuation
of the target density indued by the interation with the probe, a†k and ak
are nuleon reation and annihilation operators, and |0〉 is the target ground
state, satisfying the Shrödinger equation H|0〉 = E0|0〉.
In general, the alulation of the response requires the knowledge of
the spetral funtions assoiated with both partile and hole states, as well
as of the partile-hole eetive interation [14, 15℄. The spetral funtions
are mostly aeted by short range NN orrelations (see Fig. 4), while the
inlusion of the eetive interation, e.g. within the framework of the Tamm
Dano and Random Phase Approximation [15, 16℄, is needed to aount
for olletive exitations indued by long range orrelations, involving more
than two nuleons.
At large momentum transfer, as the spae resolution of the probe be-
omes small ompared to the average NN separation distane, S(q, ω) is no
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longer signiantly aeted by long range orrelations [16℄. In this kinemat-
ial regime the zero-th order approximation in the eetive interation, is
expeted to be appliable. The response redues to the inoherent sum of
ontributions oming from sattering proesses involving a single nuleon,
and an be written in the simple form
S(q, ω) =
∫
d3kdE Ph(k, E)Pp(k+ q, ω −E) . (5.2)
The widely employed impulse approximation (IA) an be readily obtained
from the above denition replaing Pp with the predition of the FG model,
whih amounts to disregarding nal state interations (FSI) betwen the
struk nuleon and the spetator partiles. The resulting expression reads
SIA(q, ω) =
∫
d3kdE Ph(k, E)θ(|k + q| − kF )δ(ω − E − ǫ
0
|k+q|) . (5.3)
Figure 5, showing the ω dependene of the nulear matter response fun-
tion at |q| = 5 fm−1, illustrates the role of orrelations in the target initial
state. The solid and dashed lines have been obtained from Eq.(5.3), using
the spetral funtion of Ref.[11℄, and the from the FG model, respetively.
It is apparent that the inlusion of orrelations produes a signiant shift
of the strength towards larger values of energy transfer.
Fig. 5. Nulear matter SIA(q, ω) (see Eq.(5.3)), as a funtion of ω at |q| = 5 fm
−1
.
The solid and dashed lines orrespond to the spetral funtion of Ref.[11℄ and to
the FG model, respetively.
Obvioulsy, at large q the alulation of Pp(k+q, ω−E) annot be arried
out using a nulear potential model. Hovever, it an be obtained form the
measured NN sattering amplitude within the eikonal approximation. A
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systemati sheme to inlude orretions to Eq.(5.3) and take into aount
FSI has been developed in Ref.[17℄. The main eets of FSI on the response
are i) a shift in energy, due to the mean eld of the spetator nuleons and ii)
a redistributions of the strength, due to the oupling of the one partile-one
hole nal state to n partile-n hole nal states.
Fig. 6. Nulear matter S(q, ω) as a funtion of ω at |q| = 5 fm−1. The solid and
dashed lines have been obtained from the spetral funtion of Ref. [11℄, with and
without inlusion of FSI, respetively. The dot-dash line orresponds to the FG
model.
Figure 6 shows the ω dependene of the nulear matter response of
Eqs.(5.2) and (5.3) at |q| = 5 fm−1. The solid and dashed lines have been
obtained using the spetral funtion of Ref.[11℄, with and without inlusion
of FSI aording to the formalism of Ref.[17℄, respetively. For referene,
the results of the FG model are also shown by the dot-dash line. The two
eets of FSI, energy shift and redistribution of the strength from the region
of the peak to the tails, learly show up in the omparison betweem soild
and dashed lines.
6. Eletron-nuleus ross setion
The dierential ross setion of the proess
e+A→ e′ +X , (6.1)
in whih an eletron of initial four-momentum ke ≡ (Ee,ke) satters o a
nulear target to a state of four-momentum k′e ≡ (Ee′ ,ke′), the target nal
state being undeteted, an be written in Born approximation as
d2σ
dΩe′dEe′
=
α2
Q4
Ee′
Ee
LµνW
µν , (6.2)
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where α = 1/137 is the ne struture onstant, dΩe′ is the dierential solid
angle in the diretion speied by ke′ , Q
2 = −q2 and q = ke − ke′ ≡ (ω,q)
is the four momentum transfer.
The tensor Lµν is fully speied by the measured eletron kinematial
variables. All the information on target struture is ontained in the tensor
W µν , whose denition involves the initial and nal nulear states |0〉 and |X〉,
arrying four-momenta p0 and pX , as well as the nulear urrent operator
Jµ:
W µν =
∑
X
〈0|Jµ|X〉〈X|Jν |0〉δ(4)(p0 + q − pX) , (6.3)
where the sum inludes all hadroni nal states. Note that the tensor of
Eq.(6.3) is the generalization of the nulear response, disussed in the pre-
vious setion, to the ase of a probe interating with the target through
a vetor urrent. To see this, insert the omplete set of eigenstates of the
nulear hamiltonian in the denition of Eq.(5.1). The result is
S(q, ω) =
∑
n
〈0|ρ†q|n〉〈n|ρq|0〉δ(ω + E0 − En) , (6.4)
to be ompared to Eq.(6.3).
In the IA regime, the nulear urrent appearing in Eq. (6.3) an be
written as a sum of one-body urrents
Jµ →
∑
i
jµi , (6.5)
while |X〉 redues to the diret produt of the hadroni state produed at
the eletromagneti vertex, arrying four momentum px ≡ (Ex,px), and the
state desribing the residual system, arrying momentum pR = q− px.
As a result, the Eq. (6.3) an be rewritten in the form (k ≡ (E,k))
W µν(q, ω) =
∫
d4k
(
m
Ek
)[
ZPp(k)w
µν
p (q˜) +NPn(k)w
µν
n (q˜)
]
, (6.6)
where Z and N = A − Z are the number of target protons and neutrons,
while Pp and Pn denote the proton and neutron hole spetral funtions,
respetively. In Eq. (6.6), Ek =
√
|k2|+m2 and
wµνN =
∑
x
〈k,N|jµN |x,k+ q〉〈k + q, x|j
ν
N |N,k〉δ(ω˜ + Ek − Ex) . (6.7)
The tensor wµνn desribes the eletromagneti struture of a nuleon of initial
momentum k in free spae. The eet of nulear binding is aounted for
by the replaement ω → ω˜, with [18℄
ω˜ = Ex − Ek = ω − E +m− Ek . (6.8)
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The above equations show that within the IA sheme, the denition of
the eletron-nuleus ross setion involves two elements: i) the tensor wµνN ,
that an be extrated from eletron-proton and eletron-deuteron data, and
ii) the spetral funtion, disussed in the Setion 4.
The formalism of NMBT has been extensively employed in the analysis
of a variety of eletron-nuleus sattering observables. In Ref. [19℄, it has
been employed to alulate the inlusive eletron sattering ross setions o
oxygen, at beam energies ranging between 700 and 1200 MeV and eletron
sattering angle 32
◦
. In this kinematial region single nuleon knok out
is the dominant reation mehanism and both quasi-elasti and inelasti
proesses, leading to the appearane of nuleon resonanes, must be taken
into aount.
Fig. 7. Cross setion of the proess
16O(e, e′) at sattering angle 32◦ and beam
energy 700 MeV (left panel) and 1200 MeV (right panel), as a funtion of the
eletron energy loss ω. Solid lines: full alulation, inluding FSI. Dot-dash lines:
IA alulation. Dashed lines: FG model. The data are taken from Ref.[20℄
The omparison between theory and the experiment, in Fig. 7, shows
that the data in the region of the quasi-elasti peak are aounted for with an
auray better than ∼ 10 %. The disrepanies observed at larger eletron
energy loss, where ∆ prodution dominates, an be asribed to deienies
in the desription of the nuleon struture funtions [21℄. For referene, the
preditions of the FG model are also displayed by dashed lines. A realisti
desription of nulear dynamis learly appears to be needed to explain the
measured ross setions.
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7. Charged urrent neutrino-nuleus ross setion
The ross setion of the weak harged urrent proess νℓ +A→ ℓ
− +X
an be written in the form (ompare to Eq. (6.2))
d2σ
dΩℓdEℓ
=
G2F V
2
ud
16π2
|kℓ|
|k|
Lµν W
µν
A , (7.1)
where GF is the Fermi onstant, Vud is the CKM matrix element oupling
u and d quarks and k and kℓ denote the momenta of the inoming neutrino
and the outgoing harged lepton, respetively.
The formalism outlined in the previous setion an be readily generalized
to the ase of neutrino-nuleus interations, the required nulear physis in-
put being the same in the two instanes. On the other hand, while the vetor
form fators entering the denition of the eletron-nuleus ross setion an
be measured with great auray using proton and deuteron targets, the ex-
perimental determination of the nuleon axial form fator is still somewhat
ontroversial, as dierent experiments report appreiably dierent results
[22, 23, 24, 25℄. In these letures, I will fous on the role of nulear dy-
namis, and do not disuss the unertainty assoiated with the weak form
fator.
In order to gauge the magnitude of nulear eets, in Fig. 8 the energy
dependene of the quasi elasti ontribution to the total ross setion of the
proess νe +
16 O → e− + X omputed using dierent approximations are
ompared [26℄. The dot-dash line represents the result obtained desrib-
ing oxygen as a olletion of noninterating stationary nuleons, while the
dashed and solid lines have been obtained from the FG model and using the
spetral funtion of Ref. [12℄, respetively. It is apparent that replaing the
FG with the approah based on a realisti spetral funtion leads to a sizable
suppression of the total ross setion. Comparison between the dot-dash line
and the dotted one, obtained taking into aount the eet of Pauli bloking
[19℄, shows that the overall hange due to nulear eet is ∼ 20 %.
Note that FSI between the nuleon produed at the elementary weak
interation vertex and the spetator partiles have not been taken into a-
ount, as they do not ontribute to the total ross setion.
To see how muh the desription of nulear dynamis may aet the data
analysis of neutrino osillation experiments, onsider reonstrution of the
inoming neutrino energy in harged urrent quasi elasti events νµ +A →
µ+ p+(A− 1), in whih the muon energy, Eµ, and angle, θµ, are measured.
From the requirement that the elementary sattering proess be elasti,
it follows that the neutrino energy is given by
Eν =
m2p −m
2
µ − E
2
n + 2EµEn − 2kµ · pn + |p
2
n|
2(En − Eµ + |kµ| cos θµ − |pn| cos θn)
, (7.2)
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Fig. 8. Total quasi-elasti ross setion of the proess νe +
16 O → e− + X . The
dot-dash line represents eight times the elementary ross setion; the dashed line
is the result of the FG model; the dotted and solid lines have been obtained using
the spetral funtion of Ref. [12℄, with and without inlusion of Pauli bloking,
respetively.
where mp and mµ denote the proton and muon mass, respetively, kµ is the
muon momentum and pn and En are the momentum and energy arried by
the struk neutron.
Setting |pn| = 0 and xing the neutron removal energy to a onstant
value ǫ, i.e. setting En = mn − ǫ, mn being the neutron mass, Eq.(7.2)
redues to
Eν =
2Eµ(mn − ǫ)− (ǫ
2 − 2mnǫ+m
2
µ +∆m
2)
2(mn − ǫ− Eµ + |kµ| cos θµ)
, (7.3)
with ∆m2 = m2n −m
2
p. In the analysis of Refs. [23, 24℄ the energy of the
inoming neutrino has been reonstruted using the above equation.
The dierenes between the Eν predited by the approah based on a
realisti spetral funtion and that obtained from the FG model is illustrated
in Fig. (9), where the values obtained from Eq. (7.3) are also shown by
arrows. The appearane of the tail extending to large Eν , to be asribed to
NN orrelations not inluded in the FG model, leads to a sizable inrease of
the average neutrino energy.
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Fig. 9. Right panel: Dierential ross setion of the proess νµ+A→ µ+p+(A−1),
at Eµ = 600 MeV and θµ = 60
◦
, as a funtion of the inoming neutrino energy. The
solid line shows the results of the full alulation, arried out within the approah
of Refs. [19, 26℄, whereas the dashed line has been obtained negleting the eets
of FSI. The dot-dash line orresponds to the FG model. The arrow points to the
value of Eν obtained from Eq. (7.3). Left panel: Same as the right panel, but for
Eµ = 1 GeV and θµ = 35
◦
.
8. Conlusions
Dynamial orrelation eets, whih are long known to play a ritial
role in shaping the nulear response to eletromagneti probes, are also
important in neutrino-nuleus interations.
Although the answer to the question addressed in the title of these le-
tures is somewhat ontext dependent, as not all the observables measured
in neutrino experiments are equally sensitive to NN orrelations, there are
instanes in whih a realisti desription of nulear struture and dynamis
is badly needed. For example, analyses aimed at extrating nuleon proper-
ties, suh as the axial form fator, from nulear ross setions require a fully
quantitative ontrol of nulear eets.
The formalism based on NMBT, whih proved very eetive in theoret-
ial studies of eletron-nuleus sattering, an be easily generalized to the
ase of weak interations. The implementation of realisti spetral funtions
in the Monte Carlo simulation odes, whih would signiantly improve the
desription of the initial state, does not involve severe diulties. As far as
nal states are onerned, a onsistent desription of FSI eets is available
for the ase of quasielasti sattering, whih is the dominant reation meh-
anism at beam energies around 1 GeV. The extension to the ase of pion
16 benhar printed on O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prodution and deep inelasti sattering is ertainly possible, and is being
atively investigated.
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